
EFAX SOLUTIONS BUSINESS PLANS

Eliminate fax machines, supplies, dedicated phone lines, and IT support, while getting all the benefits of sending faxes
online. Learn more about eFax plan costs .

Email to Fax, Fax to Email Modern businesses and workers are very familiar with email workflows and most
of the fax services we tested offer similar fax-to-email capabilities. Most companies have users pay an
additional feeâ€”sometimes on a graduated scale depending on the recipient's location, and usually per page.
As you can email from anywhere, this approach makes a fax service more universally available. Since our
previous winners are still viable options for any small business looking for an online fax service, our past
reviews remain available online. The service also lets you keep your existing fax number if any. A developer
API is offered should you prefer to send and receive faxes from your application. What you get in return is an
allotment of pages to use for that month. A free day trial is available. Which makes you wonder: If
telecommuting is on the rise alongside the use of email, e-signatures, Dropbox and Google Docs, and other
cloud-based communication and data storage software why are fax machines still popular? Send and receive
faxes, digitally sign faxes, and eliminate expensive overseas fax calls. That growth will be largely driven by
North American and European companies, many of which are in the highly regulated healthcare and financial
industries. Some services go beyond these basics. Join our community Already a member? What other online
faxing solutions can you add? Previously, Nextiva vFax was our best pick overall for small businesses, thanks
to its affordable plans and litany of key features. Fax alerts are sent to your mobile phone, and a configurable
online account lets you view your fax logs on demand, either via the web or the RingCentral mobile app. You
can send a maximum of two faxes containing up to three pages per fax per day to any number in the U. If you
run an online search for this business, you'll find numerous consumer complaints about unfair billing
practices, poor customer service and almost scam-like practices. Setup fees are annoying, and thankfully they
are a rarity in the world of online fax services. Through this method, you can send digital attachments through
your email client â€” usually by typing the recipient's fax number as part of a special email address. Although
all-in-one printers have largely replaced the beige beast with the modem screech, online fax services let you
break free of the machine altogether. Files and faxes can then be downloaded and viewed. Perhaps the most
touted reason to adopt a faxing service is to reduce office costs. What are the benefits of online faxing? Faxing
is still a pain in this day and age, but these services help modernize the experience. Plus, you have to make
sure that your intended recipient actually receives a legible copy of your fax, which involves waiting around to
get a confirmation, too. Learn more about plans or sign up. These fee ranges anywhere from 3 to 12 cents per
page, depending on the service. We much prefer online fax services with a dedicated mobile app, but at the
very least, their web interface should resize well to mobile screens. A free trial, however, is not available.
Customers also report these problems on other forums, including ConsumerAffairs and the Complaints Board.
If you use a service frequently, you want one that doesn't cause unnecessary friction. One example of this is J2
Global. When available, we participated in webinars, watched tutorials and sent sample faxes to get a feel for
how a service stacks up against its competitors. Plus both offer limited free send-only tiers, but FaxZero's free
tier is your best option, since your allotment of fax pages to send replenishes every day. We searched for
companies online and scoured other lists and reviews of popular vendors. One downside to Nextiva vFAX is
its lack of a mobile app. A free day trial is offered. Login to comment. Should you need to send faxes outside
the U. You could always pay to use a physical fax machine at your local office supply store, but they're not
cheap to use and are generally a pain to figure out. Read Review Our Methodology We spent numerous hours
researching the online fax industry's major players to find out what they offer small businesses. Previous
Winners As trends in the online fax industry shift over the years, so do our best picks. HelloFax and Fax.


